
Castello di Ama
AMA CHIANTI CLASSICO - 2013
REGION: ITALY - TUSCANY 

GRAPES / SOILS
Sangiovese Planted circa 2005  Clay with abundant 

pebble-gravel

THE WINE
Vineyard Profile

• 75 tons of Sangiovese and 5.5 tons of Merlot were picked by hand in the 
beginning of October into small 12kg boxes. They were visually inspected on a 
sorting table, de-stemmed and gently pressed.

• During the ambient-yeast fermentation, numerous pumpovers were carried 
out. After another week of maceration on the skins, the wine spontaneously 
began malolactic fermentation.

• After creating the final blend, the wine was returned to used barrels for 
about twelve months.

Harvest Notes
Frequent rains characterized the first months of 2013. The weather improved 
during the month of April and the rapid rise in temperature precipitated the revival 
of vine growth. May was  cold and the rains slowed vegetation growth. This pushed 
work on the vines out about two weeks later than normal. The following months of 
June and July saw frequent rains and high temperatures which made it difficult to 
keep the vines healthy. Summer finally came in the second half of July. We were 
blessed with hot August days with beautiful light and sun. The first half of 
September was characterized by sunny days, while the second part of the month 
the maximum temperatures were lower, leading us to harvest the grapes early.

REVIEWS
AMA Chianti Classico – 2013

92 Points -  Robert Parker, October, 2015
The 2013 Chianti Classico Ama is a special wine and one that I 
enthusiastically recommend, given its affordable price and highly 
approachable style. This pretty Sangiovese-based wine opens to 
vibrant tones of dark cherry, spice, wet earth and pressed 
flowers. The wine is expressive, confident and articulate 
especially in terms of its varietal voice. Some 80,000 bottles were 

CASTELLO DI AMA
Castello di Ama sits 12 miles northeast of 
Siena in the hills of Gaiole. This is the 
heart of Chianti Classico, a bucolic rolling 
landscape of woods, vineyards and olive 
groves. The property is owned and 
operated by the husband and wife team 
of Marco Pallanti and Lorenza Sebasti. 
Over the last quarter century they have 
replanted all of the vineyards and 
upgraded all of the winemaking 
capabilities to make this one of Tuscany’s 
showcase producers.



made, so this wine should prove reasonably easy to locate in 
foreign markets,  Drink 2015-2022.
 

88 Points -  Wine Enthusiast, June, 2016
Wild berry, moist soil and a hint of menthol lead the way. The silky, easy-drinking 
palate shows polish and charm, offering juicy wild cherry, white pepper and a hint 
of anise alongside sleek tannins and bright acidity.

GENERAL INFO
Country Italy

Region Tuscany

Appellation(s) Chianti Classico

Proprietors Lorenza Sebasti Pallanti & Marco 
Pallanti (wife & husband)

Founded 1974

Winemaker Marco Pallanti

Annual Production 10,000 9L cases

Farming (Sustainable, organic, 
biodynamic)

Organic


